Slierwood and Z q e r pmposed a sosrce-ckanrel coding system n11ere the SOIIIL'~ code is an embedded hitstream and the cbnririel code is (I pmdrrct code slich that each mw code is a concafeaarios of a cyclic rediirrdanq check (CRC) and rate-coiiiparible prrrrctiin~d comdidiorial codes (RC:PC) and the colrrmrr codes are Reed-Suloaoir (RS) codes. U'f improve this system for wireless applicalioiis by eficiert!,, reoryarriring rhe SO~ITCP code into a set of iridepetider~tly decodu6le puckrs, uliclr nraks it more ~6 u s l in vai3Wig channels. U'f also give a liiiew-lime nlgorifksr forjindiiig mi optinral eqiral error pmfecriori for the resulting system. Experinlmital resii/ls Show that the pe:~rnlaiice of o11r syslenl siga~ficficantl)~ oiitperfonns that of the ctirrenf state-of-tlie-art in fading daiine1.c with waning statistics.
INTRODUCTION
The embedded wavelet coders [I. 2. 31 have competitive ratedistortion performance. low complexity. and progressive ability. However, these coders are very sensitive to channel noise because a single transmission failure can lead to an irreversible loss of synchroni7ation bchveen the encoder and the decoder. In one-way communication systems, hvo dilTerent approaches can be used to deal with this problem. The lirsl one is based an finvard error correction (FEC). The most powerful FEC-based transmission systems for embedded codes are due to Sherwood and Zeger 141 and Sachs. Anaid. and Ramchandrai (51. Both systems protect I I I~ embedded bitstream with a product channel code whose row code is a concatenated CRCiRCPC code, and colurrm code is a systematic RS code. The second approach consists of reorganizing the output bitstream of a zero-tree embedded wavelet coder into packets that correspond to independent sets ofwavelet coefficients [6. 7_ 81. Since the packets are independently demdable. error propagation is limited to the packets where errors occur.
One Unporianl limitation of the above systems is that they are not efficient when the cha~mel conditions are unknown or variable. which is the typical situation for a real-world channel. In particular. for wireless commmication, channel statistics rapidly change in time; thus. very ohen. a system designed for one chaw ne1 state is used at another. To oveIcome this problem, CosmaQ Rogers. Shcrwood. and Zeger [SI prnposed a hybrid coder which combines the packetization technique of [7] with the FEC method of [IO] . In this way. the output bitstream of an embedded wavelet coder is packetized into independently decodahle packets. which are then protected by a concatenated CRC/RCPC coder. For pure Rnyleigh flat-fading cl~annels and tliose including packet erasure, 
PROUUCT CODE SYSTEM
Let R = { r l , . . . , r,,,) be the set of RCPC code rates. For a given code rate r E R, the source bitstream is packetized into packets of L ( r ) symbols (lor example. bytes) each. Then. these packets are subdivided into q groups of k, packets each. 1 5 i 5 q. Each of the L ( T ) columns oflci source symbols from the same group i of source packets is encoded with an (n.;, k ; ) RS code. Next. CRC bits are appended to eacli mw. and each row is independently encoded with the RCPC code ofrate r. yielding N RCPC codewords of L symbols each. Suppose now that the clmnnel codewords are sent tluuugli a noisy wireless channel. At the receiver side, the RCPC decoder is used to correct the bit errors in tlie received packets. However, if the CKC detects a residual error in the packet. the packet is considered to be lost. Finally, RS decoding is used to recover the lost packets.
A product code error protection scheme is a pair (r, T ) where 1) E R a n d n = { ( n~, k l ) , . . . , ( n q , k q ) } issuchthat(ni, k , ) isan RS code used to protect the itli group of k, source p'wkets. Thus, E:=, 11; = N, and E:=, ki = M(a) is the oumber of source packets (sec Table 1 ).
Suppose that enur protection scheme (r, n ) is used. Let Q = { 1 , 2 , . . . , M ( n ) ) he the set of source packet indices (packet I is sent first, packet 2 is sent next, etc): Consider d l possible subsets of n elements of Q and let Q:,. n = I , . . . , M ( T ) , j : show that the expcctcd distortion is
where P,"'"' and dpzJ are the prohahility that all source packets are comedy decoded and the corresponding distortion, respectively. For Q: = ( I , , . . . ,/"}, 1). 5 Al(r), 11 < . . . < l,,, we assume that Table 2 . Product code stmcture with EEP.
where p""'?)(j; i ) is the probability that the jtli source packet is not conectlg reconstructed by the CRCiRCPC decoder and the total numher ofpackets tlut are not correctly rcconstructed by the CKCiRCPC decoder from the group ofr~,; packets is i . Minimizitg (4) over all r n RCPC code rates and all RS protection schcmos is a difficult combinatorial optimization pmhleni in the general case. Aowcver. the problem can be etficieittly solved when equal error protection is used. .This is the case when q = 1 ( Table 2 ). Thus.
= N and h-1 = Af(n). Let pi" be the prohability that i packets of N cannot be correctly reconstructed by the CRCiRCPC decoder. Then equality (3) can be expressed as A straightfonvard O(miV) algorithm can he used to minimize (5).
RESU1,TS
I n all experinents. we used the SPIHT bitstream of the 8 bits per pixel (bpp) 512 x 512 standard Lama image as a source code. We first compare our pmduct code system to the one of Shewood and Zcgcr [4] for a flat-fading Rayleigh chatinel. This channel is characterized by the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the nonnalized Doppler spread fo. We sindated the cltannel with hkes' method 1121. For we used tlie product code settings ol~tlieu hest experimental results: which were ohtaitied with unequal error protection [4]. Figure 1 shows the results when the product codes were designed for SNR = 10 dB and fr, = and tested for the same Doppler spread but at various SNRs. TIE reported results were obtalned with 5000 independent simulations. .The freurc shows that our system significantly outperfonned the systeni oi[4] when the channel conditions varied.
We now compare our product code system to our hyhrid system and SNR = 13 dB, and tested over Raylrigll channels with SNK = 13 dR. l h e transmission rate is 0.25 bpp.
above. Figure 2 shows the performance of the schemes when they wcre oplimizcd for one pair ofchannel parameters and tested when the SNR was fixed while fn was varied.
Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of the schemes when they were optunized for one pair of parameters and tested when both channel parameters were varied. When the optimization was done for the exact channel conditions, thc system of [5] had a better pcrfomiance than our systems. However. the sihlationchanged when the channel conditions varied. In particular, the system of 151 collapscd when long bursts (low fn) were present, while our systems remined robust. Also notc how our new system outperfunned our previous scheme [ I I].
As noted in [4. 91, in addition to the average decoded distortion, one should also consider the cumulative distribution function of the decodcd distortion to measure Uie perbmiance of a sonrcechannel cadiig system hi a noisy chaimel. Figurc ? indicates that far varying channels our systems are less likely to generate poor reconstructions than the system of Finally. Figure 6 shows visual results. It conlirms the observation made in (91 that rewnstmction B~I S in schemes using packetization are localized in space.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a transmission system for multimedia data based on packetization of an embedded source bitstream and e m r protection with a praduct code. We also provided a linear-time algoritlnn for equal e m r protection. 'The algorithm tin& an optimal solution under assumption (2). Our system outperformed the system of [4], which uses a product channel code without packetization, and our previous scheme [I I]. which exploits packetization but uses only RCPC codes for error correction. On the other hand. our system had a WUTSB end-to-end performance than the state-of-the-art product code scheme of [SI in fading channels with ktiown statistics. This is due to the fact that the system of [ 5 ] is advantaged because it includes adaptive arithmetic coding of the sonrce bitstream. which is not possible with packetization since packet loss destroys context adaptation. However. our system was ninre robust to varying chwuiel conditions. which makes il attractive for wireless applications. Note that the product code of[SI is 1101 appropriate for packetircd hitstreams.
We provided experimental results for images. hut our system can also be used with tree-based wawlet video codes [3. 81 .
One illeresting open question is to see if unequal errur protection (equation (4)) can improve the results oht:iined with EI'P.
